Directions From The Airport to Villa Aliki
Leave the airport and drive to the top of the hill. At the T junction turn right at
the sign for METAXATA. Drive along this winding road and you will come to
SVORONATA. The roads are quite narrow here and on airport days are
frequently used by coaches so use caution.
Continue through SVORONATA until you come to the crossroads where there is
a green bus shelter on your right and a small cemetery on your left. Take the road
to the left which bends and continues uphill through a selection of small villages.
When you reach KALIGATA take a left at the fork in the road, this brings you
through KOURKOUMELATA and finally into METAXATA.
Pass through METAXATA following the signs for SKALA and POROS until you
come to the crossroads at the top of the hill; you will see a sign post for
ARGOSTOLI pointing left, you need to turn RIGHT here.
Stay on this road until you reach PERATATA, turn right at the signs for SKALA
which brings you onto the main road along the South coast of the island. The sea
should be on your right with views over to the island of Zakynthos; continue
along this road enjoying the view.
Look for a sign for PLATIES, once you go through the village and after the
Renault Garage on your left you will reach a large junction where the road forks
once more; keep to the right following the signs for SKALA.
You are now on a straight run into Skala, continue through the villages of
VALERIANO and HIONATA and you will then drop down the hill to see your
first view of KATELIOS bay. Continue on the main road as it turns left at the
entrance to KATELIOS passing the olive groves and following the coastline, the
next village you come to is RATZAKLI. There is a very narrow bend here so use
caution as you go through the village.
Approximately 3 km later you will approach SKALA. Make a right turn as you
enter the village and follow this road down to the beach area, keeping the sea on
your right. Continue along the beach road passing the hotels and restaurants until
you begin to climb uphill, you should see the Penelope restaurant with it's
distinctive boat shaped seating area on your right. Look for a hotel called the
PORTO SKALA as you pass ST. GEORGES CHAPEL and take the left turn up
the dirt track just before the hotel, bear left and continue to the top. There will be
a sign near the top directing you to Villa Aliki which will be to your right.

